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Abstract—We propose a modular verification tech-

nique for bounded Petri nets which efficiency re-

lies on both behavioral and structural features. By

focusing on linear evenemential temporal logic for-

mula, we demonstrate how to choose a subnet on

which it is enough to perform the model checking.
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I. Introduction

We present in this work an efficient model checking
algorithm for bounded Petri nets. Elaborating such a
method is useful since it is well known that the size of
the reachability space of a bounded Petri net is a non
primitive function of the size of the net. In order to
avoid the building of the whole reachability space, we
propose in this work a modular verification technique
which relies on both behavioral and structural features.

As far as the verification is concerned, taking benefit
from the structural composition of Petri nets is known
to be a hard problem. Mainly, the researchers have ob-
tained by composition the preservation of basic proper-
ties. In [1], Souissi brings out a particular structure of
interface, called communication medium, preserving the
liveness and boundedness properties. In [2], Sibertin-
Blanc shows how to preserve some services of client-
server protocols.

More abstract works have highlighted general
methodologies for modular verification of temporal logic
properties, by regarding subsystems like transition sys-
tems to be composed. The abstraction concept ex-
ploited in [3] allows one to reduce an infinite system
to a finite one, over which the model checking can be
performed. The presented method needs, however, some
ingenuity and cannot be fully mechanized. In [4], Val-
mari describes how the state space of the whole system
can be reduced by first reducing state spaces of modules
before combining them.

In this paper, we deal with the verification of tempo-
ral logic formula (LTL\X) without generating the full
state space. By focusing on evenemential system prop-
erties, we plan to define a subnet as small as possible
on which it is enough to perform the model checking.
The major problem is to assert that the remaining part
of the net does not constrain the behavior of the chosen
subnet. Recent works have already specified a non con-
straining relation however only applicable with restric-
tions, either on the property specification language [5],

or on the system model [6]. Here, we aim to go a step
forward in order to be more general and efficient. By the
way, our approach is behavioral, however improved with
structural information and the analysis of the property
formula . The fact that the formula is taken into account
leads to a notion of observed transitions, corresponding
to the transitions the labels of which appear in the for-
mula. We call by Tf the set of transitions observed in
formula f .

We are interested in any kind of properties based on
infinite sequences of observed transitions. We first give
a structural characterization of a family of subnets, from
which we are sure that the infinite observed language of
the system is covered. Hence, one can directly deduce
that the system satisfies a property by means of a model
checking on such a subnet. The non-constraining rela-
tion is only tested in case the property is detected false.
Actually, to find directly a non-constrained subnet re-
mains a hard task, therefore our approach is incremen-
tal, driven by means of structural information.

The paper is scheduled as follows : in part II, we
introduce our modular approach based on Petri net de-
compositions; in part III, we give a structural definition
of a family of covering subnet; in part IV we propose an
efficient algorithm which can be used to test the non-
constraining relation on the fly; in part V our first exper-
imental results are presented. Finally, part VI contains
our conclusion and research perspectives.

II. A Modular verification methodology

Let us consider a bounded Petri net Σ and an evene-
mential temporal logic formula f of LTL\X. In such a
formula, the atomic propositions are made from names
of Σ transitions (labels) and the satisfaction of f con-
cerns the sequences of transition firings that are max-
imal in Σ. In this paper, we concentrate on Lf∞(Σ)
the set of infinite observed sequences of Σ with respect
to f . Lf∞(Σ) is obtained by projection of the infinite
sequences of Σ on the labels occurring in f . Given any
subnet Σv of Σ, the following point holds :
(i) (Lf∞(Σv) = Lf∞(Σ)) ⇒ (Σv |= f ⇔ Σ |= f)

Our approach mainly consists in proving the for-
mer equality of languages by means of language in-
clusions : Lf∞(Σ) ⊆ Lf∞(Σv) (covering relation) and
Lf∞(Σv) ⊆ Lf∞(Σ)) (non constraining relation).

One key point of our method is that the covering rela-
tion is obtained by structural considerations. Actually,



we define structurally a family Covf of subnets satisfy-
ing this relation. An element of Covf is called a covering
subnet.

The choice of an appropriate subnet Σv must accord
with the following features :
• With regard to the verification stage, it must contain
the transitions which labels are in f. Let Tf be the cor-
responding subset of transitions, namely observed tran-
sitions.
• its infinite observed language must tend towards those
of Σ, in order to reach the required language equality
given by (i).

Two particular elements of Covf can be highlighted :
Σ itself and the subnet Σf which only contains the
transitions Tf and its immediate environment (adjacent
places •Tf

• and their adjacent transitions •( •Tf
•)

•

).
As far as Σ is concerned, the languages equality (i) is
straightforwardly ensured, but there is no gain. Hence,
Σ should be the last choice to do in Covf after all other
possibilities. With the subnet Σf , one can hope to im-
prove the model checking since its size can be consid-
erably smaller than Σ. However, it must be ensured
that the subnet does not allow extra behaviors by test-
ing the non constraining relation : Lf∞(Σ) ⊇ Lf∞(Σf ).

The need to test the non constraining relation is in
fact general, and should be acted whichever the subnet
Σv chosen in Covf . In part IV, we bring out a suffi-
cient condition to ensure this relation. It is based on an
efficient test of language inclusion that focuses on the
interface between Σv and its environment Σenv. In our
view, Σ is decomposed in a pair of subnets Σv and Σenv,
such that they only share some transitions, called their
interface.

Yes
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No

Let
Σv ← Σf

Σv     f Σ     f

nConstr (Σv, Σenv) Σ     f

Let Σv ← ∆(Σv )

Fig. 1. The modular verification approach

We must solve an additional problem : a subnet in
Covf is not guaranteed to be bounded, so could lead
to model an infinite state transition system. Since the
whole net Σ is assumed to be bounded, one can control
the subnet by the knowledge of bounds for its places.
A standard structural technique that can be used is the

computing of places invariants. One can also constrain
the behavior of the subnet by a synchronization with
its environment. In the remaining part of the paper,
we denote by Σv a subnet of Covf associated with its
control information.

Figure 2 schemes our iterative approach of verifica-
tion, starting from Σf . Within each iteration, a subnet
is selected in Covf , thus ensuring the covering relation.
Firstly, the formula f is checked on the selected subnet
Σv, so one can immediately deduce that Σ satisfies f
whenever f holds on Σv. Otherwise, one can decide the
non satisfaction of f in Σ only if Σenv is proved to be non
constraining w.r.t. Σv. If the non constraining relation
does not hold, the former verification stage is processed
again but on another covering subnet, the language of
which tends more towards Lf∞(Σ).

In order to ease the choice of a such a subnet, we de-
fine a morphism ∆ as a structural transformation over
Covf . Intuitively, the more places, the more the lan-
guage of the subnet is limited. In fact, the appropriate
subnet Σv is built iteratively from Σf , by adding, at
each time some places of Σ and their adjacent transi-
tions, to an already built covering subnet. Thus, from
a subnet of Covf , the function ∆ : 2Σ → 2Σ yields the
next one, such that we ensure : Lf∞(Σf ) ⊇ Lf∞(Σv) ⊇
Lf∞(∆(Σv)) ⊇ Lf∞(Σ).

III. covering subnet

Given a Petri net Σ and its subset of observed transi-
tions Tf , we first give a structural characterization of a
family of covering subnets, namely the set Covf . Then,
we detail how ∆ is used to specify structurally the con-
sidered subset of Covf . For language consideration, we
assume that an initial marking is defined for Σ. More-
over, observe that the initial marking of a subnet of Σ is
deduced from this marking by projection on the places
subnets.

A. Structural characterization

The covering subnets of Covf are such that they con-
tain the transitions of Tf , moreover, each place must
be associated with its input transitions. The idea is to
feed up these places sufficiently. Of course, connections
between places and transitions in Σ are preserved.

Definition 1 (Family of covering subnets) Let NΣ =
〈P, T, W 〉 be the structure of a Petri net Σ, Tf ⊆ T and
Covf ∈ 2NΣ , a family of subnets.

Covf is said to be a covering family of Σ w.r.t. Tf , iff
whatever Σv of Covf , which structure is 〈Pv, Tv, Wv〉,
the three following conditions hold :
- Tf ⊆ Tv ⊆ T
- ∀ p ∈ Pv, ∀ t ∈ T , (p ∈ t• =⇒ t ∈ Tv)
- ∀ p ∈ Pv, ∀ t ∈ Tv,
W+

v (p, t) = W+(p, t) and W−

v (p, t) = W−(p, t)

The following property states that the observable in-
finite language of any element of Covf contains the in-



finite observed language of Σ. We denote by σf the
projection of a sequence σ on the transitions of Tf .

Property 1: ∀ Σv ∈ Covf , LTf∞(Σ) ⊆ LTf∞(Σv).

Proof: Let M be the initial marking of Σ and Mv

be its projection on Σv. Let σ be an infinite sequence of
Σ s.t. σTf , its projection on Tf , is an infinite sequence.
We show that σTv , the projection of σ on Tv, is enabled
in Σv, then we can directly deduce that σTf ∈ Lf∞(Σv)

Assume that σTv /∈ LTv∞(Σv), thus, there is an oc-
currence of a transition t of Tv which makes it unfirable
from one intermediate marking M ′

v. So, we can write
σTv like αtβ where α is a finite prefix, t ∈ Tv and β is
an infinite suffix. Let M ′

v be the marking reached from
Mv by the firing of α.

Let p be a place of Σv s.t. M ′

v(p) < W−(p, t). More-
over, let α′ be the finite prefix of σ which projection on
Tv is α, and M ′ be the marking of Σ reached from M
by the firing of α′.

Since the sequence σ is enabled in M , the transition t
is obviously enabled in M ′. In contrast, t is not enabled
in M ′

v. Therefore, we can develop the prefix α′ in α′

1α
′

2

s.t. α′

2 is a sequence wherein there is no occurrence of
a transition of Tv.

The fact that t is disabled in M ′

v implies that it is
the firing of α′

2 which enables this transition in M ′. So,
after the firing of α′

2 in Σ, the place p should contain
enough tokens to enable the firing of t. This situation is
absurd since, by construction of Σv, whenever a place p
is in Σv, all its input transitions are also in Σv.

Let us now define the particular case of the formula
subnet, which is the first element selected in Covf .

B. Initial choice

The smallest subnet one can consider mainly focuses
on the observed transitions, Tf . In order to model its
interaction with the remaining part of the system, we
propose to add the transitions which firings can directly
change the marking of the places adjacent to the Tf

transitions. We call this subnet the formula subnet, Σf .
For construction purpose, the interface between Σf and
its environment is highlighted by partitioning the transi-
tions of the considered subnet in two subsets : the local
transitions Tlocal0 and the interface transitions Tint0 .

Definition 2: Let 〈P, T, W 〉 be the structure of Σ
and M its initial marking. If Tf is the subset of
observed transitions, then the formula subnet Σf =
Σv0

= 〈〈P0, T0 = Tlocal0 ∪ Tint0 , W0,〉, M0〉 is defined as
follows :
- Let P0 = •Tf

• be the adjacent places of the observed
transitions , Tint0 = •P0

• \ Tf be their adjacent transi-
tions not already in Tf .
- ∀p ∈ P0, ∀t ∈ T0,
W+

0 (p, t) = W+

0 (p, t) and W−

0 (p, t) = W−

0 (p, t)
- Tlocal0 = Tf

- ∀p ∈ P0, M0(p) = M(p)

C. Structural transformation

We now define the structural transformation function
∆. Applying ∆ on a subnet Σvi , (i = 1, 2, ..), in Covf

consists of adding some Σ elements to Σvi . Informally,
the new subnet Σvi+1

is obtained by adding the adja-
cent places of Tinti not already in Pi with their adjacent
transitions in Σ.

Definition 3: Let Σvi be an element of Covf s,
∆(Σvi) is the Petri net Σvi+1

, which structure
〈Pi+1, Ti+1 = Tlocal ∪ Tinti+1

〉 is defined as follows :
- Pi+1 = Pi ∪

•Tinti

•

- Ti+1 = Ti ∪
•( •Tinti

•)
•

- Tinti+1
= •( •Tinti

•)
•

\ Tinti

- Tlocali+1
= Ti+1 \ Tinti+1

Tf P2 Pk Tintk

T1

T2

Tint1

Tk

Σv0 = Σf

P2

Pk

Σv1

Σvk = Σ

Σenv0

Lf(Σvi
) ⊇  Lf(∆(Σvi

))
          0 < i < k-1

Covf(Σ)=Σv0
 ..Σvk

Tint0
P0

Σenv1

Fig. 2. A family of covering subnets

Figure 2 is an illustration of the family of the consid-
ered covering subnets. It is computed from Σv0

= Σf by
applying ∆ iteratively. By construction, each of these
subnets respects the structural conditions of Definition
1. The worse case corresponds to Σvk

= Σ since only Σ
elements can be added at each iteration. According to a
subnet Σvi , the subnet Σenvi denotes the environment
of Σvi in Σ, and Tinti is the (shared) interface between
Σvi and Σenvi . One may note that any subnet Σenvi

and the corresponding interface Tinti are entirely and
clearly featured right through the definition of the sub-
net Σvi .

Property 2: ∀Σv ∈ Covf , we have :
Lf∞(Σ) ⊆ Lf∞(∆(Σv) ⊆ Lf∞(Σv).

IV. Behaviorally covering of the subnet by

the net

The subnet Σv on which the verification process will
be projected must not only cover the behavior of Σ ac-
cording to Tf but also guarantee no extra behaviors. In
other words, the language Lf∞(Σv) must be a subset of
Lf∞(Σ). A naive test of this condition could be hard,
therefore we propose now a sufficient behavioral condi-
tion, namely the non constraining relation, tested with
the only regard to the subnet interface. Moreover, we



demonstrate how to test it efficiently.

A. Problem reduction

Let us consider a decomposition Σ = Σv ‖ Σenv in
two subnets, such that only a set of transitions is shared,
namely, Tint. For language consideration, let us observe
that the respective initial markings of Σv and Σenv, are
directly deduced by projections of the initial marking of
Σ over the subnets places.

The non-constraining property is defined as an asym-
metrical relation between Σv against its environment
Σenv : for each enabled infinite sequence in Σv, there
must be an infinite sequence enabled in Σenv, which
projection on Tint is the same. Let Lint∞(Σv) and
Lint∞(Σenv), be respectively the infinite observed lan-
guages of Σv and Σenv.

Definition 4 (Non constraining relation) :
Σenv is said to be Tint non constraining for Σv iff

LTint(Σv) ⊆ LTint(Σenv)

Property 3: : Let Σv be an element of Covf .
We have Lf∞(Σv) ⊆ Lf∞(Σ) if Σenv is Tint non con-
straining for Σv.

Proof: Let M be the initial marking of Σ and let
Mv and Menv be the ones of Σv and Σenv. Assume that
Σenv is Tint non constraining w.r.t. Σv. We now con-
sider an infinite sequence σv of Σv and show that there
exists an infinite sequence σ in L∞(Σ) which has the
same projection on Tf than σv.

Let βv be a finite prefix of σv, we proceed by induc-
tion on |βv| (number of transitions in βv).

− |βv| = 0 Obvious.

− Induction hypothesis: assume that there is a num-
ber n s.t. the property is true for every finite prefix βv

of σv with |βv| ≤ n.

Let βv be a prefix of σv s.t. |βv| = n + 1, then
∃t ∈ Tv s.t. βv = β′

vt. Let M ′

v be the marking of Σv

s.t Mv
β′

v−→M ′

v. Observe that t is enabled in M ′

v. Since
the sequence β′

v satisfies the induction hypothesis, there
is a sequence β′ ∈ L(Σ) which has the same projection
on Tf than β′

v. Let M ′ be the marking of Σ such that

M β′

−→M ′. Let β′ be the shortest sequence which satis-
fies this condition.

Let Pv be the set of places in Σv.
We now demonstrate that there is a sequence η within
which there is no occurrence of a transition of the in-
terface and such that M ′ ηt

−→. There are two possible
cases :
first case t /∈ Tint (i.e. t ∈ Tlocal):

By construction of Σv, t is enabled in Σ from M ′. In
fact, M ′Pv

v = M ′Pv (marking projection on places of Pv)
and the set •t in Σv is the same than in Σ. Since the in-

put places of t make it enable in M ′

v we deduce that t is
also enabled in M ′ (in this case η is the empty sequence).

second case t ∈ Tint :
Let βenv be the shortest sequence in Σenv which has

the same projection on Tint than βv. Such a sequence
exists because Σenv is Tint non-constraining for Σv.

Let us develop βenv in αηt, s.t. η is the largest sub-
sequence within which there is no occurrence of a tran-
sition of Tint. Let M ′

env be the marking of Σenv s.t.
Menv

αη
−→M ′

env.
Observe that every transition occurring in η is local

to Σenv. By construction, the input places of these tran-
sitions cannot belong to Σv. So, η is necessary enabled
from M ′ in Σ. The firing of η from M ′ leads to a mark-
ing, namely M ′′, which is nothing but the composition
of M ′

v and M ′

env. Because t is enabled in M ′

v and M ′

env,
it is also enabled in M ′′.

Consequently, the sequence σ = β′ηt is enabled in Σ
from M and it has the same projection on Tf than βv.

The way to verify the non constraining relation ef-
ficiently is the main difficulty in our approach. How-
ever, we do not have to check an inclusion between two
Petri languages but between their projections on their
transitions interface. We propose to abstract all transi-
tions but these of Tint, then to check the inclusion from
two deterministic automata corresponding to Σv and
Σenv, namely Av and Aenv. In this case, the inclusion
test is reduced to a synchronized product between Av

and Aenv, combined with an equality accordingly to the
equation : L(Av) = L(Av) × L(Aenv). For sake of effi-
ciency, the synchronized product is computed on the fly,
during the construction of Av and Aenv. Also, the vio-
lation of the former equality is tested on the fly, since it
only requires that every transition of Av is synchronized
with a transition of Aenv. The worse case complexity
is obtained whenever the inclusion holds (and the sys-
tem property is checked false). In this case, Av must be
synchronized entirely.

The drawback effect of our techniques could be the
operations of determiminizations, since it is known to
cause an exponential blow up of memory : each node
in the deterministic structure may represent a subset of
markings. However, whenever Tint is relatively small
with respect to the considered set of transitions, we
know that in practice the size of the deterministic au-
tomaton is lower than the original reachability graph
[7].

The next section brings out a general algorithm used
to build a deterministic automaton on the fly, from a
subnet and its interface. Because its language exactly
corresponds to the infinite observed language of the sub-
net, one can use it to abstract Σv and Σenv in the former
inclusion test. Such a structure is called a deterministic
meta graph.

B. Equivalent deterministic meta graph

According to a Petri net Σ which its initial marking
is M and a subset Tobs of observed transitions, a deter-
ministic meta graph represents the observed sequences



Algorithm IV.1 Equivalent deterministic
graph(〈Σ, M〉, TObs)

begin
1 S0 = ǫClosure(M);
2 insert S0 in G

3 push 〈S0, F irableObs(S0)〉 onto stack;
4 while stack is not empty do

5 e the top element of stack

6 if e.second is not empty then

7 let t be the first transition in e.second

8 erase t in e.second

9 reached := ǫClosure(move(e.first, t))
10 if (reached is not already in G) then

11 push 〈reached, F irableObs(reached)〉
12 onto stack

13 insert reached in G

14 endif

15 add new successor to e.first

16 else

17 pop the top element of stack

18 endif

19 endwhile

end

w.r.t. Tobs. Hence, it appears to be a deterministic
graph which arcs are uniquely labelled with the occur-
rences of the observed transitions.

Its construction starts from a relabelling of the non
observed transitions in the net, by the same symbol
ǫ. In fact, these transitions are considered equivalent.
Then, a determinization process is applied from fir-
ing sequences, which mainly consists of achieving the
transitive closure of the ǫ labelled transitions that may
appear within the reachability graph.

The algorithm of Figure IV.1 uses a simplified variant
of the classical transitive closure algorithm for graphs.
Instead of computing the transitive closure of a given
graph w.r.t. the ǫ transitions, this algorithm only com-
putes the closure from subsets of markings, resulting
on larger subsets, called meta states. Let ǫClosure be
the function that builds, from a set of markings S its
ǫ transitive closure, that means all the markings reach-
able from these of S by firings of ǫ transitions.

The presented meta graph algorithm maintains a set
of meta states G (the reachability meta graph). It is ini-
tialized with an agenda containing a single meta state
which is the ǫClosure of the initial marking M of the
input Petri net Σ (line 1); furthermore, the function
FirableObs (line 3) calculates from a meta state S, the
firable observed transitions from S. A transitions t is
firable from a meta state S if and only if, in S, there
is at least one marking enabling the firing of t. Finally,
function move (line 9) takes a meta state and an en-
abled observed transition t in order to build the set of
markings reached by the firing of t from markings of
S. Obviously, the concerned markings are only these
which enable the firing of t. Then, function ǫClosure
is applied on the resulting set of markings leading to a
reached meta state.

In order to test the non constraining relation, the core

Algorithm IV.2 Inclusion of projected
languages(〈Σv, Mv〉, 〈Σenv, Menv〉)

begin
1 MSv0

= ǫClosure(Mv)
2 MSenv0

= ǫClosure(Menv)
3 if(firableObs(MSv0

)) 6⊆ firableObs(MSenv0
)) then

4 return false

5 endif

6 push 〈MSv0
, firableObs(MSv0

))〉 onto stack1;
7 push 〈MSenv0

), firableObs(MSenv0
))〉 onto stack2;

8 save 〈MSv0
, MSenv0

〉 in the synchronized product.
9 while stack1 is not empty do

10 e1 the top element of stack1

11 e2 the top element of stack2

12 if stack1.second is not empty then

13 t = stack1.second.begin()
14 erase t in stack1.second

15 MSreachedv := ǫClosure(move(e1.first, t))
16 MSreachedenv := ǫClosure(move(e2.first, t))
17 if firableObs(MSreachedv)
18 6⊆
19 firableObs(MSreachedenv) then

20 return false

21 endif

22 if 〈MSreachedv , MSreachedenv〉
23 is not already saved in the synchronized product
24 then

25 push MSreachedv onto stack1

26 push MSreachedenv onto stack2

27 save 〈MSreachedv , MSreachedenv〉
28 in the synchronized product.
29 endif

30 else

31 pop the top element of stack1

32 pop the top element of stack2

33 endif

34 endwhile

35 return true

end

algorithm given in IV.2, performs the language inclu-
sion test given in property 3. For this, a synchronized
product is built on fly during the meta graphs construc-
tion of Σv and Σenv. In this case, the observed transi-
tions are these shared between Σv and Σenv, since we
are interested in studying behaviors of these subnets
over their interface. Moreover, we test that the reached
meta states, MSreachedv and MSreachedenv (of Σv

and Σenv respectively) mach on the firable transitions
of Tint, the observed transitions. This test takes place
in lines 17-19.

V. Experimental results

The efficiency of our methods relies particularly on
the implementation of the non constraining test. The
underlying synchronized product is not built from state
spaces but meta state automata, inducing a lower size
w.r.t. the standard one. Moreover, BDD packages are
used to concisely represent the meta states.

The table of Figure 3 highlights the gain of our
methodology when testing the non constraining relation,
for different numbers of philosophers. Each time, the
property to be proved involves the same two transitions
of one philosopher. Moreover, the selected property is



Fig. 3. Experimental results
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true so as to force our tool to build the maximum struc-
ture.

Through the table, the determining criteria is ob-
tained by comparing the size of the synchronized
product between meta states graphs (see column
#Markings(Av, Aenv)) against the size of the set of
markings of the corresponding whole net to be checked
(see column #Markings).

One can note that the non constraining subnet is
found right through the first iteration (#∆) and that
Av, on which the model checking occurs, contains only
10 meta states. Moreover, from philo3 to philo20, we
obtain the same Av, although the number of markings
represented by the meta states increases. This can be
explained by the fact that, in all these cases, the struc-
ture of Σf is the same.

VI. Conclusion

The efficiency of our approach has been tested from
toy case studies which correspond to standard system
paradigms, however the experimental results seems very
promising due the obtained reduction in size. Other
benchmarks are under progress.

Our next research perspectives consist in answering
to complementary problems : in particular, how to im-
prove the memory management of Av ? in which con-
ditions, other models than Petri nets can benefit from
our approach? Is it interesting to start the verification
process from a Σv larger than Σf ?
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